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Revenge Porn Defense Lawyer in Utah

In the digital age, the rapid advancement of technology has given rise to new forms of criminal offenses.
One such offense is revenge porn. At Wasatch Defense Lawyers in Salt Lake City, Utah, we understand
the implications of being accused of this crime and are committed to providing you with the defense you
need.

Don’t navigate the complexities of a revenge porn accusation alone; contact us at Wasatch Defense
Lawyers today or fill out our online contact form for immediate, confidential consultation and defense.

Call Now

Understanding Revenge Porn

“Revenge porn” refers to the non-consensual sharing of explicit images or videos of a person without their
consent. These complex cases require a nuanced understanding of criminal and privacy laws.

Is Revenge Porn a Crime?

Yes. In response to the increasing prevalence of revenge porn incidents, Utah has implemented laws
specifically designed to combat this crime. Our attorneys are well-versed in these laws and can guide you
through the complexities of your case.
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Utah’s Revenge Porn Laws

Utah’s legal framework has strict provisions in place to guard individuals against revenge porn, often
referred to as non-consensual pornography.

In the context of Utah’s laws, distributing sexually explicit images or videos of a person without their
consent and with the intention of inflicting emotional distress or harm or with the awareness that such
distribution will cause distress or harm is classified as a criminal act. The punishment for this crime can
vary, with perpetrators potentially facing six months to a year in jail alongside fines between $1,000 and
$2,500. For repeat offenders, the consequences escalate, with potential imprisonment of up to five years
and fines reaching $5,000. These laws were recently updated in 2021 to address emerging concerns
prompted by the tragic case of University of Utah student Lauren McCluskey.

Additionally, individuals affected by revenge porn have the right to file a civil action under federal laws.
Such lawsuits can be filed against the person who distributed the explicit material, as well as against the
hosting website or company, provided they were informed of the content and failed to remove it promptly.

Civil lawsuits in this context can demand significant monetary compensation for damages such as
emotional distress, loss of income, and harm to one’s reputation. They can also pursue a permanent
injunction to prevent further distribution of the materials. In some instances, victims of revenge porn have
received settlements exceeding $150,000.

Your Defense Against Revenge Porn Allegations

In the face of revenge porn allegations, it’s critical to secure experienced and committed legal
representation. Our Salt Lake City lawyers specialize in this area of law and can build a robust defense
on your behalf.

Meticulous Case Analysis

At Wasatch Defense Lawyers, we conduct thorough case analysis, examining every aspect of the
accusations against you. We’ll challenge the evidence and raise necessary legal defenses.

Strong Negotiation and Litigation

Our team possesses not only the analytical skills to thoroughly examine your case but also the
negotiation and litigation skills to secure the best possible outcome. We’ll stand with you in and out of the
courtroom.

Why Choose Wasatch Defense Lawyers?

Choosing the right defense attorney for sex crimes is crucial to your case. At Wasatch Defense Lawyers,
we’re invested in helping our clients navigate this challenging situation, offering compassionate and
comprehensive legal support.

Available 24/7
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We understand that legal emergencies don’t wait for business hours. That’s why we’re available 24/7,
ensuring you get the help when you need it most.

Secure Your Future with Dedicated Revenge Porn Defense in Utah

Being accused of an offense such as revenge porn can be incredibly stressful. However, such an
accusation does not define your future. With the assistance of our seasoned lawyers, you can confidently
navigate these choppy legal waters.

Are you or a loved one facing a revenge porn accusation? Don’t face it alone. Reach out to Wasatch
Defense Lawyers today for a free private consultation. Our team of experienced attorneys in Salt Lake
City, Utah, is ready to fight for you. Let’s tackle this legal challenge together.
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